
Supremely refined



As creators of custom high-end cabinetry, 
we’re guided by one central tenet: to 
inspire the world’s most visionary 
designers. To fuel that inspiration, we 
scour the globe in search of the finest, 
most authentic materials the planet has  
to offer. We create rich finishes that 
surprise and delight. We seek out 
textures that resonate and innovations 
that impress. And we do it all to give 
substance to the latest, most exciting 
trends in interior design.

Materials, finishes, and innovations— 
the building blocks for supremely refined 
and memorable designs.

Our seasoned craftspeople take immense 
satisfaction in faithfully bringing even the 
most complex projects to life. Since 1973, 
we have proudly preserved the tradition 
of custom cabinetmaking in its purest 
form. Human craftsmanship, backed by 
the latest technology, is always front  
and center in everything we do. For us, 
every project is a unique masterwork  
in the making.

That’s why we never tire of that magic 
moment when a designer’s creative vision 
takes shape in the capable hands of our 
master artisans. Seeing our impeccable 
quality elevate the designer’s art is a 
deeply gratifying experience.

We inspire 
creativity 

The ultimate in custom cabinetry. A masterful fusion of fine materials 

and consummate craftsmanship for the most discerning of tastes. As 

a trendsetter, Elmwood combines form, function, and quality to create 

standout pieces for even your most complex projects. Impeccable 

quality. Timeless appeal. Pure artistry.

We bring 
creativity to life



DESIGN

Utterly authentic. Truly unique.
Elmwood is your point of entry into a 
world of unlimited creativity and total 
design freedom. A world of rich and noble 
materials, stunning finishes, innovative 
accessories, and ingenious storage 
options that allow you to craft a one-of-
a-kind project that’s totally exclusive and 
in perfect harmony with your lifestyle and 
your personality.

FABRICATION

Quality you can feel
Elmwood’s reputation for refined, 
high-end design and impeccable 
fabrication and assembly is rooted in 
our proud tradition of uncompromising 
craftsmanship. Day in, day out, you’ll 
appreciate Elmwood’s hallmark precision, 
stability, and durability—and the total 
peace of mind only true quality can bring.

ENVIRONMENT

A healthy choice for you and the planet
We source our materials in accordance 
with strict environmental criteria that 
exceed industry standards. We set the 
bar high for one simple reason: so that you 
know Elmwood is a healthy choice for you 
and your family, in tune with your modern, 
eco-friendly lifestyle.

STORAGE AND ACCESSORIES

Elegant functionality
With our exclusive line of Elmwood 
accessories, form and function go 
hand in hand. Embrace new heights in 
functionality with accessories and storage 
solutions from the finest international 
brands. Factory installation by our skilled 
artisans ensures the seamless integration 
of these state-of-the-art components into 
your project.

MOTION

Robust and refined
Elmwood cabinets feature premium 
hardware and hinges remarkable for their 
discreet, innovative design features—and 
countless hours of flawless performance. 
These prestigious, high-end components 
further enhance the Elmwood experience. 

FINISHES

Rich, enduring beauty 
Spectacularly simple, dazzlingly 
complex, and everything in between—
Elmwood finishes are an art in 
themselves. We’ve been developing 
and applying finishes for over 47 years, 
honing our craft to bring you more than 
5,000 finish options of remarkable 
elegance and outstanding strength,  
with virtually no design limitations.  



elmwoodcabinets.com

Elmwood is a custom, high-end cabinetry brand  with a reputation 
for fine craftsmanship that stretches back to its beginnings in 
1973. The Elmwood team of artisans and experts lends a unique 
human touch to every project, working with designers through 
a prestigious dealer network across North America to help 
create iconic kitchens, baths, and built-in cabinets for discerning 
consumers and lovers of beauty and refinement.


